
 
 
 
 
  
Osprey Main Events  
Friday 12 July 
 
1000  Jonathan and Angela Scott 
 The Leopard’s Tale 

Meet the leopards of the Maasai Mara in Kenya, that became 
household names through the work of award winning wildlife 
photographers and authors Jonathan and Angela Scott.  Find 
out more about the most beautiful, enigmatic and adaptable 
of all the big cats 

 
1100 Apex Predators in the UK 

Chaired by Nigel Marven. Panelists: Derek Gow, Mark Habben and Jonny Hanson 
   
1200 Nigel Marven 

Behind the scenes stories from Nigel’s new documentary series set in 
Slovakia and Saudi Arabia. 
Eagle Owls hunting hedgehogs, Saker Falcons coming back from the 
brink, Arabian Oryx, Hamadryas Baboons and many more tantalising 
tales! 

 
1300 Why the Wildlife and the Environment Vote Mattered 

Chaired by Dominic Dyer with speakers: Hannah Bourne-Taylor, nature author and campaigner 
James Wallace; CEO River Action UK; Mary Colwell, author, producer and campaigner; Will Travers 
OBE, Executive President & Co Founder of Born Free 
What we need to do as campaigners to ensure the next Government give greater priority and 
urgency, to tackling the nature and climate change crisis at home and abroad. 

 
1400 Simon King 
 Back to Reality 

Simon looks at how to stay in touch with the real world in an age of 
artificial distractions.  For most of the 300,000 years of our species’ 
existence we have depended on our suite of senses for survival.  We will 
explore the ways we can once more ignite and satisfy our sensory drivers 
whilst remaining benign and find harmony and fulfilment in our everyday 
existence 
 

1500 Global Birdfair official opening and Creating Brighter Futures project launch  
with BirdLife International 
Tim Appleton introduces Martin Harper, CEO BirdLife International who brings us up to date with 
BirdLife news before welcoming partners from the Global Birdfair project; Galala Bird Observatory 
and Nature Conservation Egypt  

Sponsored by Turismo Andalucia  
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Osprey Main Events  
Friday 12 July continued 
 
 
1600 Into the Wild’s Nature Room 101 
 Hosted by Ryan Dalton & Nadia Shaikh 

Discussing their nature-related pet hates and persuading the 
hosts to consign those hates to oblivion in Room 101 are: Mary 
Colwell, Hannah Bourne-Taylor and Nick Baker 

 
 
 
1700 The Migration of Migration 
 BirdLife International and Sounding Wild 

Hosted by Sounding Wild and taking a closer look at birds on 
migration and the communities around the world that look 
after them.  
Plus – choose the Global Birdfair Flyways Mascot!  
Vote on which bird you think represents the magic of 
migration – let the audience decide! 

 
 
1800 Robert E Fuller 
 My Wildlife Journey in Art and Film 

How I turned a boyhood passion for nature into a career 
painting and filming the secret worlds of animals and birds 
I’ve dedicated my life to studying animals in the wild so I can 
share this knowledge with you. I hope you enjoy my 
paintings, films and stories behind my wildlife adventures 

 
 
1900 Universally Challenged 
 Global Birdfair “Pub” Quiz Night 
 Hosted by Stephen Moss. 

Grab at table, form a team or just join in for a fun evening 
testing your knowledge 

 
 
2100 End of Programme 
 Catering and Bar Closes, Site Closes. 
 

Sponsored by Turismo Andalucia  
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Saturday 13 July 
 
1000 David Lindo, The Urban Birder 

Can you hear that? 
As many as 1 in 5 of us struggle with our hearing and often we don't even  
Realise that we are losing the ability to hear birds like Goldcrests and  
Grasshopper Warblers.  Join David as he talks about hearing loss whilst enjoying  
nature and his own personal journey with his own loss of hearing 

 
1100 Merlin versus the two Dans! 
 Alli Smith from The Cornell Lab and Merlin challenges Dan Rouse and Dan Brown. 

Join the bird trivia game and discover if Merlin Bird ID App can out-smart two birding experts and a 
live audience.  Using photos and sound – who will correctly identify the most species? 

 
1200 Jonathan and Angela Scott 
 Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 

Cheetahs are the most specialised and endangered of Africa’s big 
cats, but face many dangers from larger competitors and the 
exotic pet trade.  Discover how the Cheetah Conservation Fund 
(CCF) is combating this billion-dollar illegal trade and helping to 
ensure a future for cheetahs in the wild 

 
1300 Wild Service: Why Nature Needs You 
 Chaired by Lucy Hodson (Lucy Lapwing) 

Nadia Shaikh, Amy-Jane Beer and Nicola Chester 
discuss the vision behind the new book from Right to 
Roam, described as “laying a foundation stone for a new 
British environmentalism*” (*Patrick Barkham) 

 
1400 Simon King 
 Back to Reality 

Simon looks at how to stay in touch with the real world in an age 
existence we have depended on our suite of senses for survival.  We will 
explore the ways we can once more ignite and satisfy our sensory drivers 
whilst remaining benign and find harmony and fulfilment in our everyday 
existence 

 
1500 Bird Brain 

Competing for the Charles Gallimore Trophy 
 Chaired by Stephen Moss, adjudicator Mark Maddox, timekeeper Tim Appleton 

Regional Bird Club Representatives are: 
Adam Riley, ABC; Billy Rodger, OBC; Chris Balchin, NBC; Victoria Saravia-Mullin HOC 
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Saturday 13 July continued 
 
1600 Into the Wild’s Nature Room 101 
 Hosted by Ryan Dalton & Nadia Shaikh 

Discussing their nature-related pet hates and persuading the hosts to consign those hates to 
oblivion in Room 101 are: Nick Acheson, Mya Bambrick and Elle Kaye 

 
1700  Mike Dilger 
 Never Work with Children and Animals 

Naturalist Mike Dilger frequently does both!  
In this entertaining and informative talk, with clips from BBC’s The One 
Show, Mike reveals why filming wildlife is so difficult and even more so 
when children are thrown into the mix… or is it?!  

 
1800 Bird Song 
 UK Film Premiere 
 Seán Ronayne 

Ornithologist Seán Ronayne from Cobh, Co. Cork is on a mission to 
record the sound of every bird species in Ireland – that’s nearly 200 
birds. Often joined by his partner Alba, he travels to some of the 
country’s most beautiful and remote locations to capture its most 
elusive species and soundscapes: the busy seabird colony of Skellig 
Michael; a native woodland free from road noise in the Burren; the 
corncrake stronghold of Tory Island; a solitary nest in the Donegal 
uplands. Along the way we get to know Seán, whose hypersensitivity 
to sound has proven both a struggle and a strength. At once inspiring 
and cautionary, Seán’s journey illustrates the beauty and importance 
of sound, and what listening can tell us about the state of our natural 
world. 

 
1930 Ten, A Thousand an Ten Thousand 

Join Stephen Moss, Mike Dilger and Peter Kaestner, recounting their  
individual milestones and the significance of these numbers in their lives 

  
2100 End of Programme 
 Catering, Bar and Site Closes 
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Sunday 14 July 
 
1030 Indy Green & Katie Monk  
 Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust Walk 

Ryan Dalton chats to Indy and Katie as they break off from the walk 
to visit Global Birdfair. HWDT are in Robin Marquee (stand R39) 

 
1100 Wildlife Gardeners’ Question Time 

Stephen Moss chairs the Global Birdfair version of this popular radio 
programme.  
With panel Dan Rouse, Mike Dilger, Kate MacRae (Wildlife Kate) 
and Adrian Thomas 

 
1200 Nigel Marven 

A Career with Remarkable Reptiles; with appearances by scaly 
guests 
Nigel will showcase extraordinary behaviours and encounters.  
From snakes that bleed spontaneously, a cave full of Sea Kraits; 
the world’s largest lizards being chased by crocodiles and 
dinosaurs! 

 
1300 Nick Baker 
 A Field Guide to Bird Food 
 Meet the living bird food on the big screen 
  
1400 Simon King 
 Back to Reality 

Simon looks at how to stay in touch with the real world in an age of artificial 
distractions.  For most of the 300,000 years of our species’ existence we have 
depended on our suite of senses for survival.  We will explore the ways we can 
once more ignite and satisfy our sensory drivers whilst remaining benign and 
find harmony and fulfilment in our everyday existence 

 
1500 Mike Dilger 
 Never Work with Children and Animals 

Naturalist Mike Dilger frequently does both!  
In this entertaining and informative talk, with clips from  
BBC’s The One Show, Mike reveals why filming wildlife  
is so difficult and even more so when children are  
thrown into the mix… or is it?!  

 
1600  End of Programme 
1700 Global Birdfair closes 

Sponsored by Turismo Andalucia  
 


